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I have just re".d the recently released Statement of Interi" Policy re-
f garding Nuclear Power Plant Ao'i. dent Considerations Under NEPA and have sorte
{ questions and ccrments for your review.
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First, on my copy, I could not find a citation for Footnote 4 (Menorandum
and Order In the Matter of Offshore Power Systems) . I would appreciate rt-
ceiving a copy of that particular nerco.

Secondly, I want to offer my personal support of the revised policy as
presented in this Interim Polim . I hope that it is not weakened in any way

~
as a result of ccrments you mt receive through the Septenber dealke. In s;

fact, my . p t is for the strongest regulations possible to be acplied to-
the develcFaent of any EIS required by IEPA. If the NEPA docunents are to
be of value, then they must be nore than perfunctory exercises that are
vulnerable to subjective decision-making.

In this regard, I want to strongly support Ccmrissioners Gilinsky and Bradford
(footnote 5) in their opposition to the inclusion of of the sen.ter}ces which seem
to state a disclainer on the part of the NRC for past deficiencies. As I was
reading the Interim Policy and the historical information concerning such policy,
I was personhlly bothered by the inplications of the revised policy. I was
quite astonished to read that Class 9 accidents were not even lightly considered
in the IEPA process because their probability of occurence was so strall!!! I
wonder ncw hcw such a subjective, unscientific policy.could have been applied
to such inportant undertakings as the placerent into the lises of the people
of this country of potentially harmful power plant facilities. Ln any case,
I concur with Gilinsky and Bradford that those two sentences are definitely
inconsistent with an "even-handed reappraisal af the forrer, errendus position
en Class 9 accidents."

For your records, I am a private citizen who has becone inforred on nuclear.

issues by stixlying as much related information as tire permits.

Sincerely, *

{AG h N
Jean B. Curry
302 Otis Street
Santa Cru::, Calif. 95060
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P.S. I trust that Canmissioners Bradford and Gilinsky will be informed of

these ccrments in support of their position.
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